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This Month’s Events…
4th May: “How Best Shall we Advocate for the Sciences?” A March for Science event.
Featuring Dr Amy Edwards, Dr Anita Goh, Dr Kudzai Kanhutu and Mr Simon
Pampena
5th May: “For the Love of Science” A Science Nation event
Featuring Dr Yang Choon Lim, Dr Matthew Marino, Dr Pegah Maasoumi and
Dr Scott Watkins.
9th May: RSV AGM, followed by:
“Gamble, Drink, Consume, Repeat: Why we need BrainPark”
With Professor Murat Yucel
15th May: “Science Gossip: Woodland Rumours and Thinking Trees”
Featuring Dr Monica Gagliano, Ms Anna Madeleine, Ms Vicki Hallett, Dr
Sapphire McMullen-Fisher and Adjunct Professor Freya Mathews
16th May: “The Future of Victoria’s Environment””
Featuring Dr Scott Rawlings and Mr Andrew Marshall
21 May: “Victoria’s Regional Forest Agreements: the Productivity of Forest Ecosystems”
st

Featuring Dr Bill Jackson and panellists
23rd May: “Are Bees Smart Pollinators? You can count on it”
With A/Professor Adrian Dyer

Advance Notice
6th June: “Road Safety Vision Zero: the Science and the Technology”
Featuring Dr Johan
Strandroth with panellists
Mr Kenn Beer, Dr Marilyn
Johnson, Mr David
Shelton, Dr Max Lay and
Ms Samantha Cockfield
13th June: Edible Nature Strips &
Subsidised Worm Farms: Solutions
for People & Planet””
With Liza Barbour
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May Events

How Best Shall We Advocate for the Sciences?
A Science Nation Event @ RSV
Saturday, 4th May 2019 from 12:30 to 4:00pm
We’ve all seen examples of individuals,
groups and governments ignoring or
denying the best available science and
making decisions that have put us all at
greater risk of harm. Consider the antivaccination phenomenon, outcomes of
government policies in the MurrayDarling basin, and the inadequacy of
government policy and action on energy
and climate change, and so on… We
can all do better than this!
We must continually improve our advocacy for science for the public good. This is a critical
time as the federal election gives us all an opportunity to hold candidates to account for
science, health, energy and environment policies, and especially our response to climate
change.
Places
limited,
bookings
essential!
Register
online
now
at
https://rsv.org.au/events/science-advocacy/, call or email the RSV office to secure
your place: 9663 5259, rsv@rsv.org.au. Fully subscribed RSV Members can
access discounted tickets by registering via their online profile, or call the RSV office
to access their discount code.

For the Love of Science
A Science Nation Event @ RSV
Sunday 5 May from 3.00 to 4:30pm
In the era of ‘alternative facts’ the need for scientists to share what they learn with
others has never been more important. To find out how well actual facts are being
shared from the source, the Science Nation is going to quiz a panel of scientists and
their partners to find out just how much information is transmitted. Join the Science
Nation in May for some fun and to learn a thing or two as we put love and science
to the test.

Putting their reputation and relationships on the line in Melbourne are: nanofabrication
process engineer and avid foodie, Dr Yang Choon Lim; aerospace engineer and dog lover,
Dr Matthew Marino; organic physicist, overly-enthusiastic lover of animals and plant lady,
Dr Pegah Maasoumi; and chemist and globetrotting runner, Dr Scott Watkins.
Places limited, bookings essential! Tickets are $10 online or $15 at the door (subject to
availability). Register online now at: https://www.trybooking.com/BBRWT.
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Gamble, Drink, Consume, Repeat: Why we need
BrainPark
Thursday, 9th May 2019 at 7:00pm

Speaker: Professor
Murat Yücel
David Winston Turner Chair in
Addiction & Mental Health
Monash Institute of Cognitive &
Clinical Neurosciences
Director, BrainPark
Australians have some of the highest
rates of addiction-related problems in
the world. Treatment services are
often over-stretched, inaccessible, or ineffective. At the same time, revolutionary
neuroscientific discoveries have revealed how lifestyle and technological interventions can
improve brain health and psychological wellbeing. While these discoveries hold enormous
therapeutic promise, we have done a poor job of integrating them into practice.
The recently established BrainPark at Monash University brings together some of the
nation’s best neuroscientists, mental health experts, exercise physiologists, behavioural
interventionists, biomedical engineers, technology developers, data analysts, business
strategists, and neuroethicists. Learn how researchers and their industry, healthcare and
community partners are working to create a world-first convergence of advanced
technologies (brain imaging, virtual-reality, brain stimulation, neuro/bio-feedback,
wearables) and lifestyle activities (physical exercise, brain training, mindfulness).
Join us, as Professor Murat Yücel discusses how he and his colleagues at BrainPark utilise
the latest knowledge in brain sciences to develop lifestyle and technology-based
interventions to help those experiencing substance and behavioural addictions (e.g., alcohol
and gambling) and other compulsive conditions (e.g., OCD), and to measure the underlying
psychological drivers of addictive behaviours that place individuals at risk of developing
and/or maintaining those behaviours.

About the speaker:
Professor Murat Yücel has a PhD combined with specialist clinical
training in Clinical Neuropsychology. He is an NHMRC Principal
Research Fellow, the David Winston Turner Chair in Addiction and Mental
Health, and he currently leads the Addiction and Mental Health research
program within the Monash Institute of Cognitive and Clinical
Neurosciences.
His research group combines lifestyle, psychological and technologybased interventions to improve outcomes for people with (or at the
borders of) addictions and obsessive-compulsive disorder. In 2018
Professor Yücel established BrainPark, a world-first research facility using neuroscience to
create healthy habits, brains and lifestyle, and to fast-track knowledge into the community.
Places limited, bookings essential! Cocktail function from 6:00pm. Register
online now at https://rsv.org.au/events/gamble-drink-consume-repeat/, call or
email the RSV office to secure your place: 9663 5259, rsv@rsv.org.au. Fully
subscribed RSV Members can access discounted tickets by registering via their
online profile, or call the RSV office to access their discount code.
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Science Gossip: Woodland Rumours & Thinking Trees
Wednesday, 15th May 2019 at 7:00pm

Wander the heritage rooms of the Royal Society of Victoria, discovering new ideas,
hypotheses, and research findings presented through 19th century salon-style discussions,
exhibits and performances. Come catch up on some Science Gossip!
Our inaugural Science Gossip event, Woodland Rumours and Thinking Trees, plants artists
and philosophers in common ground with scientists working to unravel the secrets of forest
communication, connection and community. Through discussions, musical performance,
and art installation we invite you to consider the inner lives of trees, and re-examine your
relationship with them.
Science Gossip: Woodland Rumours and Thinking
ART+CLIMATE=CHANGE 2019 presented by CLIMARTE.

Trees

is

part

of

SPEAKERS and PRESENTERS:
Short presentations and interactive activities will be presented by a selection of scientists,
artists, and philosophers.
Keynote introduction by Dr Monica Gagliano
Monica Gagliano is Research Associate Professor of Evolutionary
Ecology. She is currently based at the University of Sydney as a Research
Affiliate at the Sydney Environment Institute and a Senior Research
Fellow at the School of Life and Environmental Sciences, opening the
doors of the brand-new BI Lab – Biological Intelligence Lab. She is the
author of the new book Thus Spoke the Plant, numerous scientific articles
in the fields of animal and plant behavioural and evolutionary ecology, and
is the co-editor of The Green Thread: Dialogues with the Vegetal World
(Lexington Books, 2015) and The Language of Plants: Science,
Philosophy and Literature (Minnesota University Press, 2017). Her work
has extended the concept of cognition (including perception, learning processes, memory
and consciousness) in plants. Gagliano has pioneered the brand-new research field of plant
bioacoustics, for the first time experimentally demonstrating that plants emit their own
‘voices’ and, moreover, detect and respond to the sounds of their environments. We are
offering discounted presale copies of Monica’s book, to be signed by the author on the night.
For more information about her work, visit: www.monicagagliano.com.
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Ms Anna Madeleine
Anna Madeleine is an artist working with AR, VR, drawing, animation and
installation, to explore intersections between art and science. She has a
PhD in Media Arts from UNSW Art & Design (2014) and is a Lecturer in
Printmedia & Drawing at ANU School of Art & Design. She has had solo
exhibitions in New York, Melbourne, Sydney, Canberra, Montreal and
Bandung, and participated in residencies with Cité Internationale des Arts,
Paris, Bundanon Trust, Asialink Arts, and the School of Cinematic Arts,
University
of
Southern
California,
Los
Angeles.
Ms Vicki Hallett
Vicki Hallett is a clarinetist, composer and sound artist who graduated
from the Victorian College of the Arts and the University of Melbourne.
She has composed, produced and performed in live concerts, solo
recordings ranging from chamber music to sound art and acoustic
ecology. Through a unique approach, combining acoustic ecology,
scientific analysis and innovative performance practices, Vicki reshapes
the role of interdisciplinary research. This exploration has led her to
develop a collaborative concept with Cornell University’s Elephant
Listening Project. In 2017, Vicki attended the international residency, Sonic Mmabolela,
where she performed on Mabolel Rock with a pod of Hippopotami.
Dr Sapphire McMullan-Fisher
Sapphire is an ecologist with a special interest in the conservation of
biodiversity, particularly the macrofungi and mosses. She received her
doctorate from the University of Tasmania and has been actively involved
with coordinating citizen science organisation Fungimap since 1999. She
is the regional representative for Australasia for the International Society
for Fungal Conservation, and is active with community groups including
field naturalist clubs and Landcare groups. Having lived in four states and
travelled across Australia’s landscapes she has worked with many fungal
community groups to raise the profile of local fungi and the important roles fungi play in our
environment. She works as a mycologist with the Royal Botanic Gardens Victoria.
Adjunct Professor Freya Mathews
Freya Mathews is Adjunct Professor of Environmental Philosophy at La
Trobe University and a fellow of the Australian Academy of the
Humanities. Her books include The Ecological Self (1991), Ecology and
Democracy (editor) (1996), For Love of Matter: a Contemporary
Panpsychism (2003), Journey to the Source of the Merri (2003),
Reinhabiting Reality: towards a Recovery of Culture (2005), Ardea: a
philosophical novella (2015) and Without Animals Life is not Worth Living
(2015). She is the author of over eighty articles in the area of ecological
philosophy and panpsychism. In addition to her research activities she co-manages a
private conservation estate in northern Victoria.
Places limited, bookings essential! Food and beverages served throughout the
evening. Register online now at https://rsv.org.au/events/science-gossip-2019/,
call or email the RSV office to secure your place: 9663 5259, rsv@rsv.org.au. Fully
subscribed RSV Members can access discounted tickets by registering via their
online profile, or call the RSV office to access their discount code.
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Victoria's Regional Forest Agreements: The Productivity
of Forest Ecosystems
Tuesday, 21st May 2019 from 1:30 to 4:00pm
Auditorium LC226, Building LB
Box Hill Institute Lakeside Campus
1 Jarlo Drive, Lilydale, Victoria

Join us for the third in this series of public lectures presented in partnership with the
Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning, looking at the scientific evidence
base informing the modernisation of Victoria's Regional Forest Agreements. This time we're
on the road and convening a community briefing in Lilydale, thanks to the generous support
of our hosts at Box Hill Institute and the Yarra Ranges Tech School.
The Victorian Government is investing in science and data to better understand the range
of forest values in Victoria and the systems and processes which underpin forest
management planning and decision making. Over the next four years, the Victorian
Government will be partnering with Traditional Owners, and engaging with Victorian
communities and stakeholders, to inform the modernisation of Victoria's Regional Forest
Agreements (RFAs) and the forest management system they accredit.
You will hear from scientific experts leading the assessment of Victoria’s public forest values
and join the panel discussion to follow.
At this lecture, Dr. Bill Jackson will first present on the findings for the
“Independent Consultation Paper: Modernising the Victorian Regional
Forest Agreements,” which provides an explanation of what the Victorian
RFAs are, how they operate, and how effective they have been. The
Independent Consultation Paper also identifies areas that may be
improved in the future.
Further speakers (to be advised) will be addressing Criterion 2 of the
Commissioner for Environmental Sustainability's State of the Forests
Report, "Maintain Productive Capacity of Forest Ecosystems." This
criterion assesses the area and percentage of forest available and suitable for wood
production, the volume of wood suitable for timber, the balance of state forest harvesting
with sustainable harvest levels, the annual production of non-wood forest products and the
proportion of timber harvest areas successfully regenerated.
Free. Places limited, bookings essential! Register online now at
https://rsv.org.au/events/forest-productivity/, call or email the RSV office to secure
your place: 9663 5259, rsv@rsv.org.au.
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Are Bees Smart Pollinators? You can count on it!
Thursday, 23rd May 2019 at 7:00pm

Speaker: Associate Professor Adrian Dyer
School of Media & Communication, RMIT University
To recognise objects, a brain must have an internal representation of their most likely
appearance. Two ways in which brains may possess this information include a hard wired
template system, and/or the neuroplasticity to learn novel objects. Recent investigations on
honeybee vision show that this animal can learn to recognise very difficult objects, although
currently we do not know how the miniaturised bee brain, with just 0.01% of the number of
cells found in a human brain, manages these tasks.
Bees use their ultraviolet, blue and green colour vision to efficiently find flowers in complex
environments. Associate Professor Dyer’s research testing of how environmental factors,
like changes in climate, might affect the way in which bees choose to visit certain flower
types, including plants that have important environmental and economic impacts. He seeks
to reveal changes that occur in the processing of visual objects by the bee’s brain with
increasing experience, with potential applications including robotics or building interfaces
between sensors and biological systems. The research can also reveal how colour
information is processed by bees, which informs computer models to evaluate how novel
solutions might be applicable for robotic vision.

About the Speaker:
Associate Professor Adrian Dyer is a vision researcher at RMIT University
investigating how both the introduced honeybee and native bees perceive
colour, and how this has affected the evolution of flowers. He completed a
PhD in 2000 (RMIT University) and was a Humboldt Fellow (Germany), a La
Trobe Fellow (La Trobe University) and an Australian Research Council
Fellow (Monash University).
He also held postdoctoral research positions at Cambridge University, and
collaborates extensively with universities in France and the USA. His research has been
published in leading journals including Nature, Science and Proceedings of the Royal
Society; and has been featured on ABC TV as well as numerous international media outlets
like The New York Times and the BBC.
Places limited, bookings essential! Cocktail function from 6:00pm. Register
online now at https://rsv.org.au/events/smart-pollinators, call or email the RSV
office to secure your place: 9663 5259, rsv@rsv.org.au. Fully subscribed RSV
Members can access discounted tickets by registering via their online profile, or
call the RSV office to access their discount code.
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June Advance Notice

Road Safety Vision Zero: The Science and the
Technology
Thursday, 6th June 2019 from 3:30 to 7:00pm
Guest Speaker:

Dr Johan Strandroth
Safe System Lead, Safe System Road
Infrastructure Program, VicRoads & TAC
Project Director, Road Safety Strategy,
Department of Transport
In 2017, two Prince Michael International Road
Safety Awards proudly went to Australia.
One was awarded to the Australasian Road Safety College (ACRS) for Road Safety
Advocacy, while the other was jointly awarded to VicRoads and Safe System Solutions Pty
Ltd for their joint programme, “Making Roads Motorcycle-Friendly”.
To celebrate, we’ve created an opportunity to listen and participate in a Q&A with guest
speaker Dr Johan Strandroth, the overseer of the development of Victoria’s next Road
Safety Strategy. Johan will be joined by a panel of industry leaders in Science and Road
Safety, containing valuable insights into the development of Safer Roads and the future
Road Safety Strategy.
Meet and exchange ideas with others seeking to create better roads for our communities,
gain valuable industry insights and improve your knowledge on current and future Road
Safety Strategy. Ensure you attend, and be part of the change.

About the Guest Speaker
Dr Johan Strandroth is a civil engineer from Sweden with a Master and PhD in
Machine and Vehicle Safety Systems. Before moving to Victoria, he worked as
a senior road safety adviser and researcher with the Swedish Transport
Administration. Methodologies developed in his research make up the foundation
of the analytical framework and target management system for Sweden’s road
safety strategy. In Victoria, Johan has been the Safe System Lead in VicRoads
and TAC’s Safe System Road Infrastructure Program and holds the position of
Project Director at the Department of Transport, overseeing the development of Victoria’s
next Road Safety Strategy.
The Panel:

Facilitator: Mr Kenn Beer (Principal Engineer, Safe System Solutions Pty Ltd).
Panellists: Dr Marilyn Johnson (Senior Research Fellow, Monash University), Mr David
Shelton (Principal Consultant, Safe System Solutions Pty Ltd), Dr Max Lay (Former
Director, ConnectEast, VicRoads and Australian Road Research Board), Ms Samantha
Cockfield (Senior Manager, Road Safety, Traffic Accident Commission).
$50 registration. Afternoon tea, presentation, forum discussions and cocktail
party included in the registration. Register online now at
https://rsv.org.au/events/road-safety-forum/,
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News and Notices

Nominations for RSV Membership
Nominations for membership of the Society
have been received on behalf of:
Ms Stephanie SITCH, undergraduate student,
University of Melbourne
Dr Onisha PATEL, structural biologist, Walter
& Eliza Hall Institute for Medical Research
Professor Tom JOHNSTONE, cognitive
neuroscientist, Swinburne University of
Technology
Ms Snehal Balkrishna MIDGE, PhD student,
Deakin University
Mr Matt DODD, Practice Lead, Slade Group
Professor Anthony BURKITT, medical bionics
researcher, University of Melbourne
Unless Members request a ballot, these will
be considered for election by Council and if
elected, will be announced at the Ordinary
Meeting of the Royal Society of Victoria to be
held on 13th June 2019. Recently elected
members who have not yet signed the
Society’s membership book are warmly
invited to attend the 9th May meeting to be
formally welcomed as members. Please
inform the office if you plan to attend, so
we can prepare your membership
certificate for collection.

From the President
I am very excited - and
honoured.
I am excited and delighted that
at the Society’s AGM on
Thursday, 9th May we will be
honouring our former Council
Member, Professor Sandra
Rees, by inducting her as a
Fellow of the Royal Society of Victoria. This is
the highest honour the Society can bestow on
a Member. I hope you will be at the AGM
where this presentation will be made.
I am also very honoured to have been reelected as President of the Society for a
further two-year term of office. I am also
pleased that the current RSV Executive have
also been re-elected to continue the
significant growth we are planning for our
long-term viability. As all Executive and
Council members are volunteers, we work to
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focus on continuing and growing the
programs for the benefit of you, our Members
and the Victorian community who are
interested in science.
Please feel free to contact me (0418 346 999
or president@rsv.org.au) to discuss any RSV
matters. I look forward to seeing you at the
AGM.
-

David Zerman, President

Outcomes of the RSV’s 2019
Council Elections
We are pleased to announce the outcomes of
this year’s election of Ordinary Members of
the Council of the Royal Society of Victoria.
Please join us in welcoming the following RSV
members to Council:
Mr Rob Gell
Mr Viktor Perunicic
Ms Pamela Borger
Associate Professor Robert Day
Professor David Walker
These members will occupy a seat at Council
from the forthcoming AGM on 9th May 2019
until the AGM held in 2021.
As earlier advised, our office bearers were
nominated unopposed, and were declared
elected in February 2019, again until the AGM
held in 2021.
Our thanks to all members who put
themselves forward for election; we were very
fortunate to have the interest and support of a
very talented field of applicants. I must convey
my particular thanks to Ms Rosie
Stramandinoli, who has served on Council
with distinction, and to Dr Jane Canestra and
Brigadier Robert Slater for their interest in the
Society’s governance. We look forward to
your continued, productive involvement in the
life of the Society.
The Council has also extended its gratitude to
our Returning Officer, Emeritus Professor
James Warren, and Deputy Returning Officer
Dr Douglas McCann, for running a meticulous
election process.
-

Mike Flattley, CEO

Transactions

The Science (and Art) of Sport
by Catriona Nguyen-Robertson MRSV

This article follows a presentation to the
Royal Society of Victoria on 11 April, 2019
titled
“Moneyball
2.0:
Analytics
&
Technologies Improving High-Performance
Sports” with Associate Professor Sam
Robertson (Western Bulldogs & Victoria
University) and Professor Damian Farrow
(Game Insight Group, Tennis Australia &
Victoria University).
The field of sports
analytics was thrust into
the spotlight by the
Michael Lewis book,
Moneyball, in 2004. The
pressure
to
apply
science to professional
sport has accelerated.
Associate
Professor
Sam Robertson and
Professor
Damian
Farrow are dedicated to advancing
technologies, data capacities, and analytics
to help both professional and recreational
athletes.
Growing up in Victoria,
Sam Robertson was
drawn to Australian Rules
Football (AFL). He began
playing at the age of 14 in
school and a local football
club before entering the
AFL Talent Pathway. He left playing to
explore
biomechanics
and
develop
innovative performance strategies when he
realised that he liked the science side of sport
more. He now oversees the sports science
partnership between Victoria University and
Western Bulldogs as Head of Research and
Innovation.
Constantly determining players’ movements
in training and competitive games is a nontrivial task. In AFL matches, a number of
people usually make calls as to which player
has the ball, who they’re passing the ball to,
and how far it travels. The information
collected by multiple individuals is then sent
to central place for validation. Due to the
number of people involved, this process is
expensive and can be inaccurate. Sam’s
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solution is to pair GPS tracking with
acceleration detection using a device the size
of a 50-cent coin. The device can either sit on
the ankle or between the shoulder blades to
detect exactly where players are on the field
and classify their movements (i.e. are they
walking, running, kicking, etc.?). Combining
this technology with broadcasted visual
footage, he developed a mathematical model
to determine what options players have
possible when they’re in possession of the
ball and their probability of kicking a goal. He
has brought this technology to the Western
Bulldogs so that the team can match their
training more closely to what they come
across in competition.
Damien
Farrow
was
inspired to pursue tennis
after he was given the
opportunity to hit against
elite tennis player, Ken
Rosewall. He has since
dabbled in a variety of
sports, working with a range of Australian
Institute of Sport and National sports
programs including the AFL, cricket,
swimming, surfing, and netball, but has
returned to tennis to work behind the scenes.
He manages the Game Insight Group (GIG),
which is a joint initiative between Tennis
Australia and the Institute of Health and Sport
at Victoria University.

Tennis Lab’s sports scientists combine HawkEye
data with knowledge of both tennis play and
physics to build a predictive algorithm.
Source: tennislab.com.au

In collaboration with data scientists and
computer engineers, GIG has developed
technology and mathematical models that
find the best fit tennis racquet for any player
and assesses gameplay more accurately.
They built a Tennis Lab – an indoor court at

Transactions
Melbourne Park with motion capture system
that detects body coordinates and
biomechanical information, in addition to the
HawkEye system used in competitive tennis
to detect ball speed, spins, and trajectory.
The average performance player spends 650
hours practicing with their racquet but only
one hour selecting it. 80% of players are not
using the equipment that best suits them.
With many variables to choose, including the
head size, weight, and string pattern, the
tennis racquet market is complex with
hundreds of options. Damien wanted ‘to get
the right racquet in hand of all tennis players
with the help of science’ no matter their skill
level. He developed a number of products
after testing hundreds of players and racquet
combinations so that he can now recommend
what racquet is best for each individual
according to the way they play (or want to
play).
The current breakdown of tennis matches
also had room for improvement. Tennis
statistics (number of winning points, how
often a player lands their serves, etc.) don’t
tell the full story, as they don’t explain who
won a match or why. In the second round
Australian Open 2017 match between Novak
Djokovic and Denis Istomin, Djokovic won
more points as he landed more serves and
returned more shots than Istomin, but he lost
the match. Damien therefore devised the
“clutch performance measure”, in which each
point is weighted according to their
importance in deciding the winner.
Sam and Damien are also developing ways
to use technology in the training process by
simulating sporting environments (e.g.
interactions with screens and Virtual Reality
(VR)). Sam is working towards directly linking
the visual experience to decision-making and
assessing whether training using VR can be
translated to improved sports performance by
analysing players’ heart rate responses,
footwork, and swing when hitting a virtual ball
back. Damien is using cameras to assess
players’ movements to determine how much
energy they’re burning up. All players have a
maximum limit, and if a player starts to push
that limit, they are either fitter than usual… or
about to collapse. Assessing player’s work
rate (the rate they’re using energy) during
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games could be used in evaluation,
coaching, and match preparation.
There is more data being generated in sport
than ever before. With more data and better
tools to manage and detect that data, the
technology and analysis behind professional
and recreational sport will continue to
improve, giving players the opportunity to
improve alongside them.

Dr Catherine de Burgh Day (vote of thanks) with
A/Prof Sam Robertson, Prof Damian Farrow & RSV
President David Zerman

*

*

*

*

*

Thanks to Sam and Damian for a wonderful
presentation! The video is available to view
online from the Society’s Facebook site:
https://www.facebook.com/royalsocietyvictor
ia/videos/2046750602087311/

Videos of RSV Events
While we post much of our video material to
our Facebook page, we also publish high
quality content through our YouTube
channel. The channel can be accessed at
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCuq9Z3
4nOwUA-VtU-H7821A (we get a less
combative URL once we post enough
material, apparently!). Recent digests
include:
The Marvels of Medicinal Plants with Dr
Tien Huynh: https://youtu.be/6zuH_51WHaI
The Future of Electronics with panellists
from
FLEET:
https://youtu.be/80UOFIRgMMU
Fashionable Science with panellists from
RMIT
and
Deakin
Universities:
https://youtu.be/WvaqmHMiDcU

Awards & Prizes

Call for Applications:
Young Scientist Research Prizes 2019
The Royal Society of Victoria has established four prestigious competitive prizes open to post-graduate,
doctoral students in all areas of the Biomedical & Health Sciences, Biological Sciences (Non-human),
Earth Sciences and Physical Sciences.
Our thanks to Dr Max and Mrs
Margaret Williams for their support
of the Prizes. The Biological
Sciences (Non-human) prize and
Earth Sciences Prize are also
supported by the legacy of our
previous Presidents, Edmund D
Gill and Neil Archbold respectively.

Categories:
The category of Biomedical and
Health Sciences includes the
fields
of
Endocrinology,
Epidemiology, Genetics, Human
Physiology, Human Anatomy,
Immunology, Medical Parasitology,
Microbiology, Neurology, Nuclear
Medicine,
Pathology,
Pharmacology, Radiology and
related human sciences apart from
clinical trials.

2018 Finalists with RSV Officers

The category of Biological Sciences (Non-human) includes the fields of Agriculture, Biochemistry,
Botany, Cell Biology, Ecology, Evolutionary Biology, Forestry, Zoology, and related non-human science.
The category of Earth Sciences includes the fields of Geochemistry, Geochronology, Geology,
Geophysics, Planetary Physics, Meteorology, Oceanography, Palaeontology, Physical Geography and
related sciences.
The category of Physical Sciences includes the fields of Astronomy, Astrophysics, Chemistry,
Mathematics, Physics, all branches of Engineering and related sciences.

Eligibility:
Application is open to candidates in the fourth* year of their doctoral candidature in Universities in the
State of Victoria at the time of application, and who are members of the Royal Society of Victoria.
Candidates who have submitted their thesis are ineligible.
In order to promote the interests of young people starting their careers, we are limiting applications to
doctoral candidates under 40 years of age.
Applicants who are not already members are required to join the Society (see below). RSV student
membership for eligible applicants in 2019 is free.
*For institutions with three-year doctoral programs, please read this as “final year.” Technically, you must
be close to submitting your final research thesis for assessment in the year of award application.

Applications:
Applications opened for the 2019 round on 1 March and will close at 5.00pm on 31 May.

Enquiries: Chief Executive Officer, The Royal Society of Victoria, 8 La Trobe Street, Melbourne
3000 Telephone: (03) 9663 5259 or email rsv@rsv.org.au . All online application and membership
forms are available from https://rsv.org.au/awards-and-prizes/young-scientist-research-prizes/
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Awards & Prizes

Call for Nominations:
The RSV Medal for Excellence in Scientific Research 2019
In its Centenary year (1959) the Royal Society of Victoria instituted a Medal for Excellence in
Scientific Research. The Award consists of a Silver Medal, which is awarded annually for scientific
research in one of four categories that rotate from year to year.

2018 Joint Medallists Professor Anthony Burkitt and Professor Jamie Rossjohn with the
Society’s Patron, Her Excellency The Hon Linda Dessau AC, Governor of Victoria

Now in its sixtieth year, we are delighted to invite nominations for the Royal Society of Victoria
Medal for Excellence in Scientific Research 2019 in Category III: Earth Sciences. This
category includes research in the disciplines of Geology, Geochemistry, Geochronology,
Geophysics, Planetary Physics, Meteorology, Oceanography, Physical Geography,
Palaeontology and related sciences.
The last recipient of the Medal in this category was Professor David Karoly.

Award criteria:
The award of the Medal is based on demonstration of the candidate’s excellence and leadership
in scientific research. The candidate’s research work shall have been carried out in Australia
(including its territories), or on Australia, with preference for work done in Victoria, or on Victoria.

Enquiries: Chief Executive Officer, The Royal Society of Victoria, 8 La Trobe Street, Melbourne
3000 Telephone: (03) 9663 5259 or email rsv@rsv.org.au . All online application and membership
forms are available from https://rsv.org.au/awards-and-prizes/research-medal/
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Call for Applications:
The Phillip Law Postdoctoral Award for Physical Sciences
This award was made possible from the generous bequest to the
Society from the estate of the late Dr Phillip Garth Law AC. The
award is for excellence in scientific research by an early career
researcher in the physical sciences.
The award is open to suitably qualified post-doctoral candidates
in the area of the Physical Sciences, which include Astronomy,
Astrophysics, Chemistry, Mathematics, Physics, all branches of
Engineering, and related sciences.
Eligibility:
Application is open to candidates within seven years (at the
deadline of application) of the awarding of their doctorate from a
University in the State of Victoria, Australia. Applicants must
either be an Australian Citizen or have Australian Resident
Status. The Society will consider adjusting the seven year
window for candidates who have spent time as primary carers following their PhD – please contact
the Society if this applies to you to discuss eligibility.
Applications:
Open on Tuesday, 1 May, 2019 and close at 5pm on Saturday, 30 June, 2019.
Candidates should nominate themselves. The application should consist of:


A brief Curriculum Vitae (no more than four A4 pages) including full contact details of the
applicant.



Proof of citizenship or residency status (a copy of the applicant’s birth certificate,
citizenship certificate or certificate of permanent residency status).



A statement (up to three A4 pages) summarising the applicant’s research contribution and
including the names and contact details of two referees.



A list of publications in peer reviewed journals. For multi-authored publications, the
contribution of each author should be indicated.

Submission:
Should be in the form of a single PDF file sent via email and marked for the attention of the Chief
Executive Officer at rsv@rsv.org.au .
Conditions:
The Royal Society of Victoria reserves the right not to consider applications which do not comply
with the above requirements and the right not to make an award if no suitable candidate applies.
The Award:
The successful candidate will receive an award certificate and a prize of $3000.
The prize winner will deliver a 45 minute talk on their research to an audience of members of the
Royal Society of Victoria and guests on Thursday 19th September 2019 at 7pm at the Society’s
Hall. Please note that the Society does not pay travel expenses to Melbourne for the presentation.
Enquiries: Chief Executive Officer, The Royal Society of Victoria, 8 La Trobe Street, Melbourne
3000 Telephone: (03) 9663 5259
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Second Notice of Annual General
Meeting
of the Royal Society of Victoria
Thursday, 9th May at 5:00pm
Full RSV members (ie. with voting rights) are asked to register
their intention to attend the 2018 AGM (not an error – held in
2019!), noting a quorum of 50 will be required. If you cannot
attend, please nominate your proxy on the form provided below (and online at https://rsv.org.au/proxyform-for-voting-at-2018-rsv-agm/).
Once the AGM business has concluded, Professor Sandra Rees will be inducted as a Fellow of the Royal
Society of Victoria. There will be a members’ cocktail function from 6pm, after which Professor Murat
Yücel will present to the Society on the subject of Gamble, Drink, Consume, Repeat: Why we need
BrainPark from 7pm. Please see the event listing earlier in this newsletter for details of a separate
registration for non-members and our student members to attend the lecture. A voting members’
attendance at the AGM automatically reserves you a place at the cocktail function and a seat at the lecture,
there’s no need to book twice!
Voting RSV members only at the AGM please. Please note student members are ineligible to vote in
RSV Council elections or at the AGM, but all members are welcome to join us for the function at 6pm and
Professor Yücel’s lecture from 7pm – we encourage our student members to register to attend the lecture
so we can hold your place.
Meeting papers will be distributed shortly.
Places limited – our theatre has limited capacity. Cocktail function to follow from 6:00pm,
lecture from 7:00pm. Register online now at https://rsv.org.au/events/2018-agm/, call or email
the RSV office to secure your place: 9663 5259, rsv@rsv.org.au.

PROXY Form for Voting at the Annual General Meeting of
THE ROYAL SOCIETY OF VICTORIA (INC)
In accordance with the Rules of the Society, financial Members of the Royal Society of Victoria
Inc. may vote in person or by proxy. Rule 21 (1) requires notice of the appointment of a proxy,
who is a member of the Society, to be given or sent to the Honorary Secretary at the Society’s
Office no later than 5.00 pm on Wednesday 8th May 2019, the last working day before the
meeting, which will be held at 5:00 pm on Thursday 9th May 2019 in the Society’s Ellery
Theatre.
To assist Members in lodging notice of the appointment of a proxy, this form is provided.
I………………………………………………………………………………………………….
(Block letters please)
being a Member of The Royal Society of Victoria Inc. appoint as my proxy:
………………………………………………….………………….*
The

Chairman

of

Meeting*

the

(Name of the Voting Member who is to be proxy, BLOCK
LETTERS please)

*Please tick one box.
More items overleaf.
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My instructions are to vote for / against (please circle one for each motion):
If direction to vote ‘For’ or ‘Against’ is not provided, the Proxy is considered undirected and so may
be used at the discretion of the nominated Proxy holder.

Ordinary Business:
Moved: D. Zerman Seconded: P. Baines
That in accordance with Rule 11 (4) (a) the Minutes of the 2017 Annual General Meeting held 26th April
2018 as presented to Council be confirmed.
For / Against / Proxy’s Discretion (circle one)
Moved: D. Zerman Seconded: P. Baines
That in accordance with Rule 11 (4) (a) the Minutes of the Special General Meeting held 21st June 2018 as
presented to Council be confirmed.
For / Against / Proxy’s Discretion (circle one)
Moved: D. Zerman Seconded: P. Baines
That the 2018 Annual Report (including the President’s Report) of the Royal Society of Victoria be received
in accordance with Rule 11 (4) (b) and (d).
For / Against / Proxy’s Discretion (circle one)
Moved: A. Davison Seconded: P. Baines
That the 2018 Financial Report and Auditor’s statement of the Royal Society of Victoria be received in
accordance with Rule 11 (4) (b) and (d).
For / Against / Proxy’s Discretion (circle one)
Moved: A. Davison Seconded: P. Baines
That Pitcher Partners Advisors Pty Ltd be invited to accept the position of Auditor of the Royal Society of
Victoria for 2019 in accordance with Rule 11 (c).
For / Against / Proxy’s Discretion (circle one)

Special Business:
Moved: R. Stramandinoli

Seconded: P. Baines

That proposed amendments to the Society’s governing Rules as circulated in April 2019 be received and
confirmed in accordance with Rule 3.
For / Against / Proxy’s Discretion (circle one)
Moved: R. Stramandinoli

Seconded: P. Baines

That amendments to the Society’s procedural By-Laws as presented to Council be received and noted in
accordance with Rule 40 (1).
For / Against / Proxy’s Discretion (circle one)

Signature ………………………………………………

Date ………………….

Please detach and return to:
The Honorary Secretary
The Royal Society of Victoria
8 La Trobe Street
Melbourne VIC 3000
To reach the Royal Society of Victoria office not later than
5.00pm on Wednesday 8th May, 2019
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